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The Festool 18 Volt system

CARVEX cordless pendulum jigsaws

Cordless plunge-cut saw

Cordless drill

Cordless hammer drill

Cordless drills QUADRIVE,  
cordless impact drills QUADRIVE

Cordless drywall screwdriver

PSC 420, PSBC 420

TSC 55

T 18+3

BHC 18

DRC 18/4, 
PDC 18/4

DWC 18-2500, DWC 18-4500
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The Festool 18 Volt system

Designed with a new approach in mind.

With the combination of 5.2 Ah high-performance battery packs and 
brushless EC-TEC motor. For battery-powered tools that have been 
consistently developed for providing power, speed and impact energy but 
at no time reduce the tool to pure force. Tools that resist the conventional 
race for more ampere hours and replace qualities such as bigger, further, 
faster with more intelligence, more efficiency and more precision. For 
tools that combine dynamism, convenience and efficiency. And in their 
development, the most important aspect was paramount right from the 
start – the person actually working with the tools.

Discover the new aspects of the Festool 18 Volt system.  
When drilling, screwdriving, sawing. For a new generation of  
independence. For greater convenience and excellent  
working results.

The Festool 18 Volt system:  
Full of power. Full of endurance. And full of ideas.

The heart of the 18 V system: 
The combination of 5.2 Ah high-per-
formance battery packs and brush-
less EC-TEC motor combines all the 
advantages expected of a cordless tool. 
Intelligent power electronics ensure 
optimal power development with finely 
metered energy for more efficient use 
of each battery charge. The intelligent 
motor control automatically regulates 
the torque to thresholds, thus guar-
anteeing a longer service life. And the 
omission of the brush unit enables  
a more compact and lighter design for 
noticeably less tiring work.
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Rethinking for more precision and endurance: 
The cordless plunge-cut saw TSC 55 with variable dual  
battery system.

Rethinking for more comfort and effortless work. 
The compact drill hammer BHC 18 with the best weight/ 
performance ratio in the 18 V class.

Rethinking for quicker working progress: 
The drywall screwdriver DWC 18 with magazine attachment 
and innovative stop-and-go function for series screw  
connections.

Rethinking for more flexibility: 
The cordless drills QUADRIVE and T 18+3 with FastFix 
change attachments when drilling and screwdriving.

The Festool 18 Volt system

A new way of thinking for more ergonomic and  
comfortable work:  
The super-light pendulum jigsaw family CARVEX PSC 420 
and PSB 420 with excellent curve control.
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The Festool 18 Volt system

Attractive. Fair. And as individual as your trade.

Buy what’s necessary and supplement where possible. The 18-volt PowerSelect gives you all the possibilities 
you need to put together your individual battery-powered tools for drilling, working with screws and sawing. 
As an attractive starter set with battery packs, charger and accessories; a plus version with battery packs and 
charger; or as a basic version without battery and charger devices, but with the possibility of using existing 
battery packs and purchasing battery packs and charger individually at a later date. And there’s no ’buy-later’ 
trap – because even the individually purchased battery packs or chargers are calculated fairly and are no more 
expensive than the plus version.

New: PowerSelect



BASIC

STARTER-SET

ENERGY
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The Festool 18 Volt system

A new way of thinking for more investment security!
NEW from 01.01.2015:  SERVICE all-inclusive 
also for battery packs and charger accessories.

EXTRA SECURITY

Example: PowerSelect starter set PDC
Open up. Switch on. Get started. The 
starter set includes two battery packs 
and a charger, as well as suitable 
 accessories* in a SYSTAINER.

Example: PowerSelect basic PDC
Ideal for extending the existing  
18-volt system. The basic version  
in a SYSTAINER.

Example: PowerSelect Energy PDC
Expand at any time without extra costs. 
The 5.2 Ah high-performance battery 
pack and charger as buy-later offer for 
your 18-volt system. 

*  Depending on the product, the starter set is available 
as a plus version with battery pack and charger or as 
part of a set with battery pack, charger and suitable 
system accessories.

NEW
PowerSelect: The freedom to buy only what you need.  
And only when it’s needed.
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The Festool 18 Volt system
CARVEX PSC 420 and PSBC 420 cordless pendulum jigsaws

CARVEX PSC / PSBC 420
The cordless version of CARVEX – hard working and powerful.
u	Particularly efficient with lithium-ion batteries
u	Battery packs for drills from C and T series can be used
u	Excellent behaviour in curves thanks to threefold saw blade guide  

and rigid lifter rod
u	Simple handling thanks to the softgrip and ergonomic design

Technical data PSC 420 Li 18 PSBC 420 Li 18

Battery voltage (V) 18 18 
Stroke rate (min⁻¹) 1500-3800 1000-3800 
Pendulum cover adjustment in stages 4 4 
Cutting depth in wood (mm) 120 120 
Cutting depth in NF metals (mm) 20 20 
Cutting depth in steel (soft) (mm) 10 10 
Li-Ion battery capacity (Ah) 5,2 5,2 
weight (kg) 2,4 2,4 

= with MMC electronics

Brushless EC-TEC motor for 
a long service life and a high 

level of efficiency

System accessories
from page 30

Jigsaw blades
from page 38

Find the entire Festool sawing range from page 6

Easy to manage and mobile.
The CARVEX PSC 420 and PSBC 420 follow 
every move with millimetre precision. The 
pendulum jigsaws in the hand are extremely 
light and intuitive to operate. 3,800 strokes 
per minute ensure overwhelming force on 
straight lines when working.

Items Included RRP in £* Order no.

2 saw blades, splinterguard, in a SYSTAINER SYS 2 T-LOC    

PSC 420 EB Li-Basic
without battery pack, without charger, rubberised frame for battery packs

263,00
315,60

 561738

PSC 420 EB Li 18-Plus GB
TCL 3 charger, battery pack BPC 18 Li 5.2 Ah

382,00
458,40

 561747

PSBC 420 EB Li-Basic
without battery pack, without charger, rubberised frame for battery packs

263,00
315,60

 561739

PSBC 420 EB Li 18-Plus GB
TCL 3 charger, battery pack BPC 18 Li 5.2 Ah

382,00
458,40

 561751

*  Recommended retail price of manufacturer. Dealer prices may vary. 
Excl. VAT. 
Incl. VAT.
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The Festool 18 Volt system
Cordless plunge-cut saw TSC 55

TSC 55
Our best plunge-cut saw is now independent.
u	Brushless EC-TEC motor combined with lithium-ion batteries for maximum 

cutting power
u	Flexible dual battery concept: can be operated with two 18-volt battery  

packs (36V) for maximum power or one 18-volt battery pack for low weight
u	High-speed EC-TEC motor for perfect cutting quality and rapid working  

progress
u	Chip collection bag for clean, healthy working

Technical data

Battery voltage (V) 18/36 
Idle engine speed (min⁻¹) 2650-3800/5200 
Saw blade diameter (mm) 160 
Angular range (°) -1-47 
Cutting depth (mm) 0-55 
Cutting depth at 45 degrees (mm) 0-43 
Connection Ø d/e (mm) 27/36 
Li-Ion battery capacity (Ah) 5,2 
Weight 1x18V/2x18V (kg) 4,6/5,3 

= with MMC electronics

Brushless EC-TEC motor for 
a long service life and a high 
level of efficiency

System accessories
from page 31

Saw blades
from page 42

Find the entire Festool sawing range from page 6

Precise and mobile.
Precise working instead of time-consuming 
reworking – with the cordless plunge-cut 
saw TSC 55. At a powerful 5,200 revolutions 
per minute. The flexible dual battery system 
ensures absolute mobility in use allowing 
you to forget about cables and sockets when 
working.

Items Included RRP in £* Order no.

fine tooth saw blade HW W48, chip collection bag, splinterguard,  
Flag window; vision panel, operation tool, in a SYSTAINER SYS 5 T-LOC

   

TSC 55 REB Li-Basic
without battery pack, without charger

384,00
460,80

 561737

TSC 55 REB-Plus Li GB 
spare battery pack lithium-ion 5.2 Ah, TCL 3 charger

580,00
696,00

 561713

*  Recommended retail price of manufacturer. Dealer prices may vary. 
Excl. VAT. 
Incl. VAT.
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The Festool 18 Volt system
Cordless drill T 18+3

T 18+3
Brains meet brawn.
u	Ideal ergonomics: compact, lightweight and perfectly balanced
u	Brushless EC-TEC motor with integrated motor management for an extended 

service life and maximum power
u	Fast change between applications with the CENTROTEC quick-change system 

and FastFix attachments; all bits can also be inserted into the direct bit holder
u	Switch easily from fastening to drilling without changing the torque setting

Technical data

Battery voltage (V) 18 
Gears 2 
Idling speed, 1st gear/2nd gear (min⁻¹) 0-450/0-1500 
Drilling diameter, wood/steel 45/16 
Torque adjustment (Nm) 0,5-8/0,5-6 
Max. torque, wood/steel (Nm) 30/45 
Chuck range (mm) 1,5-13 
Li-Ion battery capacity (Ah) 5,2 
Charging time Li Ion (min) 90
Weight with Li Ion (kg) 1,7 

= with electronics

Brushless EC-TEC motor for 
a long service life and a high 

level of efficiency

System accessories
from page 214

Screwdriver and drill bits
from page 218

Find the entire Festool drilling and screw-driving range from page 198

Flexible and mobile.
The T 18+3 is involved in every job without any 
work interruptions. With the lightweight and 
compact CENTROTEC quick-change system, 
you can quickly and easily replace the chuck 
and bit holder.

Items Included RRP in £* Order no.

CENTROTEC tool chuck, CENTROTEC bit holder, FastFix keyless chuck 
13 mm, bit PZ 2, 49 x 98 x 71 yellow plastic container, 98 x 147 x 71 green 
plastic container, in a SYSTAINER SYS 2 T-LOC

   

T 18+3 Li-Basic
without battery pack, without charger

187,00
224,40

 564605

T 18+3 Li 5,2-Plus GB 
TCL 3 charger, spare battery pack lithium-ion 5.2 Ah

383,00
459,60

 564569

*  Recommended retail price of manufacturer. Dealer prices may vary. 
Excl. VAT. 
Incl. VAT.
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Find the entire Festool drilling and screw-driving range from page 198

The Festool 18 Volt system
Cordless hammer drill BHC 18

BHC 18
The most powerful compact hammer drill
u	Unbeatable power to weight ratio thanks to the combination of EC-TEC motor
u	Vibration damping for effortless work; maximum working comfort in all work 

situations
u	Brushless EC-TEC motor with integrated motor management for long service 

life and the highest output
u	High-quality lithium-ion battery technology for the longest sustained usage

Technical data

Battery voltage (V) 18 
Gears 1 
Idle engine speed (min⁻¹) 0-1100 
Max. number of strokes (min⁻¹) 4895 
Drilling Ø (beton) (mm) 18 
Crown borer Ø (mm) 68 
Single impact energy (J (EPTA)) 1,8 
Dimensions (L x W x H) (mm) 280 x 88 x 237 
Li-Ion battery capacity (Ah) 5,2 
Charging time Li Ion (min) 90
Weight with Li Ion (kg) 2,6 

= with electronics

Brushless EC-TEC motor for 
a long service life and a high 
level of efficiency

System accessories
from page 215

Hammer drills
from page 222

Lightweight and mobile.
With the BHC 18 you save energy and can 
work effortlessly. With extremely high impact 
energy and integrated vibration damping, 
which absorbs the impact energy before it 
is transferred to the hands, the BHC 18 sits 
 easily and smoothly in the hand.

Items Included RRP in £* Order no.

additional side-mounted hand grip, depth stop,  
in a SYSTAINER SYS 2 T-LOC

   

BHC 18 Li-Basic
without battery pack, without charger,  
2x rubberised frame for battery packs

258,00
309,60

 564606

BHC 18 Li 5,2 GB 
TCL 3 charger, spare battery pack lithium-ion 5.2 Ah incl. rubberised frame

454,00
544,80

 564589

*  Recommended retail price of manufacturer. Dealer prices may vary. 
Excl. VAT. 
Incl. VAT.
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The Festool 18 Volt system
Cordless drills QUADRIVE DRC 18/4 and  
cordless impact drills QUADRIVE PDC 18/4

QUADRIVE  
DRC 18/4 / PDC 18/4

The compact tool with impressive rotary power.
u	Brushless EC-TEC motor combined with high-quality lithium-ion battery  

technology for up to 100% greater fastening capacity and longer service life
u	4-speed gearbox capable of 3800 rpm for rapid, clean drilling results
u	Universal solution for fastening operations that require high torque and for 

drilling large diameter holes
u	Axial impact feature (PDC) that can be deactivated for drilling in brickwork

Technical data DRC 18/4 Li-Basic PDC 18/4 Li-Basic

Battery voltage (V) 18 18 
Gears 4 4 
Idling speed, 1st gear/2nd gear (min⁻¹) 0-400/0-850 0-400/0-850 
Idling speed, 3rd/4th gear (min⁻¹) 0-1850/0-3800 0-1850/0-3800 
Max. torque, wood/steel (Nm) 40/60 40/60 
Max. number of strokes (min⁻¹) 76000 
Drilling #d# (wood/steel) (mm) 50/12 50/12 
Drilling diameter in brickwork (mm) 10 
Weight with Li Ion (kg) 1,8 1,9 
Chuck range (mm) 1,5-13 1,5-13 
Li-Ion battery capacity (Ah) 5,2 5,2 

= with electronics

Brushless EC-TEC motor for 
a long service life and a high 

level of efficiency

System accessories
from page 216

Screwdriver and drill bits
from page 218

Find the entire Festool drilling and screw-driving range from page 198
Sturdy and mobile.
The QUADRIVE DRC and PDC are tough per-
formers with excellent staying power. With 
the sturdy 4-speed metal transmission, you 
have 4 gears for every work situation. The 
60 Nm torque ensures powerful screwdriving 
in 1st gear and precise drilling in 4th gear at 
3,800 rpm.

Items Included RRP in £* Order no.

CENTROTEC tool chuck, CENTROTEC bit holder, bit PZ 2,  
FastFix keyless chuck 13 mm, additional side-mounted hand grip,  
in a SYSTAINER SYS 2 DF T-LOC

   

DRC 18/4 Li-Basic
without battery pack, without charger, rubberised frame for battery packs

235,00
282,00

 500782

DRC 18/4 Li 5,2-Plus GB 
TCL 3 charger, spare battery pack lithium-ion 5.2 Ah incl. rubberised frame

431,00
517,20

 564585

PDC 18/4 Li-Basic
without battery pack, without charger, rubberised frame for battery packs

244,00
292,80

 500781

PDC 18/4 Li 5,2-Plus GB 
TCL 3 charger, spare battery pack lithium-ion 5.2 Ah incl. rubberised frame

440,00
528,00

 564580

*  Recommended retail price of manufacturer. Dealer prices may vary. 
Excl. VAT. 
Incl. VAT.
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Find the entire Festool drilling and screw-driving range from page 198

The Festool 18 Volt system
Cordless drywall screwdriver DURADRIVE DWC 18

DURADRIVE DWC 18
Power and durability for interior work.
u	Precision, wear-free electronic switch-off function for accurate insertion 

depths and a long service life
u	Energy-saving function for machine start/stop without actuating the  

main switch
u	Robust, brushless EC motor for maximum efficiency and durability
u	Lightweight and perfectly balanced for non-tiring work

Technical data DWC 18-2500 
5,2 Li

DWC 18-4500 
5,2 Li

Battery voltage (V) 18 18 
Gears 1 1 
Idle engine speed (min⁻¹) 0-2500 0-4500 
Max. torque, wood/steel (Nm) 7/18 5/14 
Tool reception 1/4" 1/4" 
Li-Ion battery capacity (Ah) 5,2 5,2 
Weight with depth stop (kg) 1,9 1,9 
Weight with magazine attachment (kg) 2,1 2,1 

= with electronics

Brushless EC-TEC motor for 
a long service life and a high 
level of efficiency

System accessories
from page 217

Innovative and mobile.
The DURADRIVE DWC 18 allows you to make 
series screw connections comfortably and as 
efficiently as possible. The innovative stop-
and-go function ensures up to 40% higher 
performance per battery charge.

Items Included RRP in £* Order no.

magazine attachment, depth stop, belt clip, scaffolding holder,  
magnetic bit holder, 2 bit PH2, long, in a SYSTAINER SYS 2 T-LOC

   

DWC 18-2500 Li-Basic
without battery pack, without charger, rubberised frame for battery packs

281,00
337,20

 564607

DWC 18-4500 Li-Basic
without battery pack, without charger, rubberised frame for battery packs

281,00
337,20

 564608

DWC 18-2500 5,2 Li-Plus GB 
TCL 3 charger, spare battery pack lithium-ion 5.2 Ah incl. rubberised frame

476,00
571,20

 564591

DWC 18-4500 5,2 Li-Plus GB 
TCL 3 charger, spare battery pack lithium-ion 5.2 Ah incl. rubberised frame

476,00
571,20

 564593

*  Recommended retail price of manufacturer. Dealer prices may vary. 
Excl. VAT. 
Incl. VAT.
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